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Summary

Hypothesis - H0

Social networks have been a revolutionary scenario for
celebrities because they allow them to reach a wider audience
with much higher frequency than using traditional means.
These platforms enable them to improve or sometimes
deteriorate, their careers through the construction of closer
relationships with their fans and the acquisition of new ones.
Indeed, networks have promoted the emergence of a new type
of celebrities that exists only in the digital world.
Being able to characterize the celebrities that are more active
on social networks, such as Twitter, gives an enormous
opportunity to identify what is their real level of fame, what is
their relevance for an age group, or a specific gender or
occupation. These facts may enrich decision making, especially
in advertising and marketing.

Features for Classification Model

Methodology System Training
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Words Vector from Tweets
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1) Network Features,
2) Lexical Features,
3) Sociolinguistic features
4) Text Tweet

Results
The novelty in the analysis presented in this paper is to
analyze specific featuresof digital social networks for each
profile. The use of sociolinguistic features in theuser profile has
shown many quirks in topics social, cultural, and of gender.
Thesecharacteristics describe the sociolect of celebrities
linked in this study; we also find itis essential to understand if
the text was written in the first, second or third person, andthe
lexical diversity that each profiles had.As future work, we plan
to analyze the models with real samples with a similaror
greater volume of messages. Finally, we want to review the
posts and context datato have models that respond socially to
variables that represent real phenomena in thenetwork.

Result Classifier Accuracy

As shown in Table Result Classifier Accuracy, the models were tested
using the training dataset, the test1 dataset and the test2 dataset. In the
ranking of the task, we occupied the second position.
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